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CLAYTON FIRE

Arson suspect charged
Clearlake man
accused of
starting 12 fires

Bernie Sanders

Sanders
ponies
up for
rally

By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

LAKEPORT — Just weeks
before the Clayton fire leveled
parts of downtown Lower Lake
and burned almost 4,000 acres,
destroying 268 structures including 175 homes and forcing
thousands to evacuate, the man
accused of igniting that blaze
sparked five other fires and
tried to set a sixth, according
to a complaint filed with the
Lake County Superior Court
Wednesday.
They included fires lit between July 17 and Aug. 9 on
Morgan Valley Road, Western
Mine Road, Highway 29, Crestview Drive and Seigler Canyon Road. The attempted fire
was on Clayton Creek Road on
Aug. 9, the same area where,
four days later, the Clayton fire
erupted.
Damin Pashilk, 40, of Clearlake, was charged during an
arraignment hearing Wednesday with 15 counts of arson for
allegedly intentionally starting
the Clayton fire and 11 other
blazes since July 2015. The arson counts include charges for
each alleged fire, one count of
attempted arson and two additional counts of aggravated
arson including destruction of
five or more inhabited structures and causing more than
$7 million in property damage.
The Clayton blaze, which
broke out Saturday, was the
largest of the suspected arson
fires, Cal Fire officials have
said.
During a brief court appearance before a packed courtroom that included a phalanx of journalists, Pashilk, a
self-employed handyman who
has served time in state prison
on drug possession and firearms charges, sat sideways in
a jury box seat, his face averted
from media cameras.
He nodded his head and offered a barely audible “yes”

Cloverdale receives a
check that overpays for
overtime expenses
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Damin Pashilk, 40, is taken from Lake County Superior Court on Wednesday, after facing charges of arson
in setting the Clayton fire in Lower Lake. He did not enter a plea and the case was pushed to September.
Pashilk is a resident of Clearlake and was charged with 15 counts of arson dating back to 2015.
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Cloverdale is no longer feeling
burned by the Bernie Sanders
campaign.
The city announced Wednesday it was paid in full for the
$23,014.42 it spent in overtime
costs on the June 3 Democratic presidential campaign event
that drew an estimated 6,000
people to hear Sanders speak at
the Cloverdale Municipal Airport.
In fact, the city says it may
have to refund the campaign for
unintentionally overpaying it.
The campaign had originally
declined to reimburse the city
for the expenses nine different
county public safety departments racked up staffing the
last-minute campaign rally on a
sweltering evening.
City officials said they received a check from the Sanders
campaign Monday.
“We’re happy that everybody
acted in good faith,” City Manager Paul Cayler said. “We want
to move forward and put this behind us.”
City officials billed the Sanders campaign June 23 for
overtime incurred by 50 police officers and dispatchers,
sheriff’s deputies, firefighters
and paramedics who helped
protect the public at the event,
which came together with just
TURN TO SANDERS » PAGE A2

Trump appoints media firebrand to campaign
CAMPAIGN 2016 » GOP nominee chooses to stay
anti-establishment course with choice of new staff
By JONATHAN MARTIN
AND JIM RUTENBERG
NEW YORK TIMES

Donald Trump named as his
new campaign chief on Wednesday a conservative media provocateur whose news organization
regularly attacks the Republican Party establishment, savages Hillary Clinton and encourages Trump’s most pugilistic
instincts.
Trump’s decision to make
Stephen K. Bannon, chairman
of the Breitbart News website,
his campaign’s chief executive was a defiant rejection of
monthslong efforts by longtime
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Republican hands to wean him
from the bombast and racially
charged speech that helped propel him to the nomination but
now threaten his candidacy by
alienating the moderate voters
who typically decide the presidency.
It also formally completed a
merger between the most strident elements of the conservative news media and Trump’s
campaign, which was incubated
and fostered in their boisterous
coverage of his rise.
Bannon was appointed a day
after the recently ousted Fox
News chairman, Roger Ailes,
emerged in an advisory role
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with Trump. It was not lost on
Republicans in Washington
that two news executives whose
outlets had fueled the anti-establishment rebellion that bedeviled congressional leaders
and set the stage for Trump’s
nomination were now directly
guiding the party’s presidential
message and strategy.
Bannon’s most recent crusade was his failed attempt to
oust the House speaker, Paul
Ryan, in this month’s primary,
making his new role atop the
Trump campaign particularly
provocative toward Republican
leaders in Washington.
Party veterans responded
Wednesday with a mix of anger about the damage they saw
TURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A2
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GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump, center, participates in a discussion on national security Wednesday at Trump Tower in New York.
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